TILLAMOOK COUNTY RWITNESS # 734

1/4 SEC. 1318 T 4 S R 10 NW, WM

HISTORICAL: GLO T 4 S R 11 W P 7 ± 1879
GLO T 4 S R 11 W P 7 ± 1879
GLO T 4 S R 11 W P 13 1922 SET 1" IP WITH BRASS CAP
MAP E-8-4

CONDITION GOOD

FOUND: 1" IP WITH BRASS CAP GLO P 13 1922
12" HEMLOCK S 23° E 31 LKS GLO P 7
7" HEMLOCK N 55° W 50 LKS GLO P 7
6" HEMLOCK N 12° W 41 LKS GLO P 3
8" HEMLOCK N 10° E 69 LKS GLO P 3
8" BLACK PINE S 57° E 9 LKS GLO P 13
8" BLACK PINE N 93° W 27 1/2 LKS GLO P 13
12" FIR S 21° E 30 LKS GLO P 13

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 10" TILE FILLED WITH CEMENT AROUND FD. GLO 1" IRON PIPE
WITH 2 1/2" BRASS CAP.

84" HAT SECTION NORTH: 15 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:
CAP IS SET WITH TOP TO THE SOUTH

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED ± 125 FEET EAST
OF THE TOE OF AN ACTIVE SAND DUNE ON A STEEP HILLSIDE
COVERED WITH PINE TREES, HUCKLEBERRY, RHODODENDRON.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR, DAN MCNUTT,
KEVIN DUNN

DATE: 1-14-76 PHOTO#: NW 6-46 T THE COUNTY CORNER TAG AFFIXED.